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Due to the change of the global competition circumstances and the customer’s 
requirements, the effective logistics system of distribution center has become the core 
factor to help corporation improve competition ability. Building the modern and 
roboticized logistics system need the support of system engineering. Apply system 
engineering to the logistics system can help to the research of factor relations, rational 
joins among different logistics segments and the realization of economical benefits. 
The article investigates the application of system engineering to the logistics 
system of distribution center. It is about: 
1. Summary of distribution center. It introduces the distribution center’s concept, 
logistics flow and system constitution. 
2. Relation of system engineering and the logistics system of distribution center. 
It introduces the concepts and characteristics of system engineering and the logistics 
system, and then analyzes the relation of them. 
3. Object analysis of logistics system. Via the analysis of holistic object and 
object conflict, it builds the object-programming model. 
4. Structure analysis of logistics system. Via the analysis of structural factors, it 
builds the system structural model and describes the hiberarchy of factors. 
5. Analysis and programming of the subsystem of logistics system. Firstly, it 
analyzes the storage system, which includes the composing of the roboticized storage 
system, the optimization of logistics flow and the model of stock control. Secondly, it 
describes the information system, which includes the functional structure, network 
structure and hiberarchy of information system. Thirdly, it introduces the distribution 
system, which includes the assignment of distribution personnel and the optimization 
of distribution route. 
6. System evaluation of logistics system. It uses the analytic hierarchy process to 
evaluate the logistics system and choose the best project. 
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